Day 2

Procurement pain points

The second day of the workshop will address lessons learned from institutions when procuring data services.

See video of session on GÉANT Youtube channel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Presenter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 20:00 | **Lightning talks**<br>A series of short reflections and case studies from international participants.  
- Procurement process challenges for non-commercial service providers: Macquarie University and Dataverse, Steve McEachern, Australian National Data Archive & Shawn Ross, Macquarie University  
No slides - watch video  
- A providers point of view on delivering elab notebooks as a service, Rory Macneil, RSpace and Bruce Maas, retired CIO at the University of Wisconsin Madison and senior advisor to RSpace  
- DMPonline - responding to procurement: a whirlwind tour, Kevin Ashley, Digital Curation Centre  
- The Jisc repositories dynamic purchasing system, Tamsin Burland, Jisc | Coordinated by Laurian Williamson, University of Leicester |
| 20:50 | **Interactive workshop**<br>A Chatham House discussion session to share honest lessons on designing and running procurement exercises. What do you wish you had known before to frame things better?  
Planned outputs:  
- Checklist with tips on what to do or not do  
Brainstorming googledoc | Interactive session with inputs from all |
| 21:50 | **Wrap up & next steps**<br>Reflections on how work should progress and opportunities to further develop guidance resources | Laurian Williamson, University of Leicester |
| 22:00 | Close |